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CHAPTER I

IHTHOroai’IOM

Psychological study encompasses -many phenomena4 On#
of these phenomena Is Known as language*

Language is a

system of stimulating symbols (vocabulary) that Is used by
human beings for the purpose of manipulating themselves
fact 1 itat ingly * Language is an important .field of study in.
psychology because of its effects upon the human organism*
this paper is concerned, with a study of language*
As it happens* there are various levels of language or
vocabulary*

A knowledge of the vocabulary level at which

human beings communicate is desirable Information In language
study*

this paper is concerned with finding what vocabulary

levels are communicated In specific situations*
Man has Invented various devices which aid in the
communication of vocabulary*
as television*

One of these devices is- known

Television is an instrument -which makes it

possible to simultaneously communicate audio and visual
stimuli long distances*

This paper Is concerned with measuring

the audible- vocabulary levels- that aro communicated via
television*
The problem of this paper then, may be broadly described
as a measurement of the audible vocabulary levels of tele*
vision*

This problem, however, was limited in scope, and it

was felt that'a brief description of the method that, was
used for solving the problem would be helpful in understanding

the Imposed limitation#*

# *

#

A vocabulary measuring instrument known as the 11FI each
Formula for Readability f* was chosen as- the method for solving
the problem of-this paper*-

This formula was- invented by

Dr* Rudolf Flea oh as a study which was -used for his doctor1#
dissertation*

The Pleach formula- in reality measured vocabulary

two different ways and* there f©re % consisted of two different
formulas rather than one -ae the title Indicated* ■ These two
formulae were arithmetic in composition*

On© of the formulae

measured vocabulary for difficulty and/or grade levelj this
formula was known as the r*Heading .Ease*1 formula*

The other

formula measured vocabulary for Hunan Interest; this formula
•was known as the "Human Interest" formula*

(Human Interest

was b term applied by Flesch to what ha called, "personal"
vocabulary*}
The- Reading Ease •formula and the Human 'Interest formula
prodixcBd arithmetic scores known ae Heading Ease and Human
Interest scores respectively*

If the Pleach formula for

Reading Ease were applied to a group of wordst a Heading
Ease score would be the resultwhile if the Flesch formula
for Human Interest were applied to a group of words* a Human
Interest score would be the result*

These scores in turn

were translated into meaningful vocabulary levels by means
■of scales set up by FI each-*
2

This briefly was the Pleach nmethod***

A more elaborate

discussion of the Pleach, formulae* the .scores-*, and the
interpretation of the scores i© taken up -in Chapter II*
A view of what other people have done with the- Pleach
formulae might be helpful in understanding how the Pleach
**raethodtt works*

The majority of related research had -been done in
industry*

The following articles show the typical use of

the Pleach formula as applied to industry *
The Pleach, -formula was applied to sample, passages from
then current occupational Information literature by Brayfield
and Heed (S.)*

Seventy * eight pieces of occupational inform

mat ion from twenty ** -four different sources were analysed*
The results were that- almost two thirds ranked as 11Very
■Difficult* (a score interpretation) or at the scientific
level with respect to Heading Ease, while .another thirty **.
two per - cent were -ranked ^Difficult *M

Almost exactly the

same proportions held for the categories f,Dullw .(a .score
interpretation) and "Mildly Interesting** when Human Interest
scores were studied*
Pash&llan* Siroon* and Crissy (16) were interested in
corporate reports*

They applied the FI each formula to one *

hundred * word samples of every other page of each- of twenty *
-six annual corporate reports listed in the Corporate Billion «*
Dollar Club in the June 11* 19^9 issue of Business Week*
3

The average Heading Ease score for the entire act of reports
was -54*47*

The average Human Intoroot score for the entire

pot of reports was 4*27#
Farr, Paterson^ and. Stone (5) applied the Flesch formula
to twenty

five

M anagem ent

house organs and to twenty ** five

union newspapers-i The results were' as follows*

Mot one of

the fifty publications received a.Heading Ease score above
seventy *

It was brought opt that , on the whole, the union

-newspapers were written at a more difficult level than tho
house organs#

Also., on the average* those publications were

pitched at a level suitable for employees with a high school
or a college education*

riot one of the publications reached

the "Dramatic** level and only two reached the "Highly Interesting
level*

The majority of both house organs and union newspapers

was. only "hiIdly Interesting" or "Dull*11
Other applications of the Pleach formula wore similar
to the Illustrations shown above*

In order to bring out

thin similarity* one more Illustration' will now b e .presented*.
Faison (4) applied the Piesch. formula to the texts that
wore then currently used in tho fifth* sixth* seventh* and
eighth, grades of two school ay stone*
eight books was used*

A total of thirty «■*

The texts revealed few largo differences

In ease of reading* ■The books from both systems showed a
progressive decrease in Heading Base from the fifth through
the eighth grades with the smallest .difference between the '
seventh and eighth grades*

The subjects were ranked In order

of difficulty (Heading Esse score} and the following results

were obtaineds

Mathematics {most difficult}, history$ science,

English, literature {easiest)*

The mathematics average for

all four grades was lower than the average of all subjects
of ..the -eighth grade*

The literature average for all grades

was approximately that of the average .of all of the subjects
of the fifth grade*

The Human Interest scores of the books

of each school showed no .definite pattern*

All of the averages

for the individual grades were In the **Interesting** range*
The mathematics texts were the only ones In which a conscious
attempt had

b t.e n

made

by-

the author to personalise the

material prosonted* but oven there no system seemed to
stand out*

* a &

In addition tc the limitations of tho Pleach ^method*11
preliminary practice In the use of-the Pleach formulae indicated
that the time involved in the application of the Fleseh
"methodtt was too groat to deem, it practical-for measuring
a largo number of television programs such as the entire
field of television programs*

With this in mind* a formal

statement of the problem and its scope may now be presented*

The Problem
The problem that this paper was concerned with was a
measurement of the audible vocabulary level of selected
tel©visi on programs *
5

Bel irnitat 1one
fhie study- was limited to the measurement of eight
local

~

Interest

daytime
-**

■**■<* Monday through Friday

~

adult

one main person talking television programs

and twenty ** five network

«*<* evening

once * a **■ week

television programs# and it was limited to the application
of the Fleseh formula for Readability and the subsequent
FIeach interpretations*

6

it

irnmn

a'
-to p & k k & u u s

In chapter t§ a problem was formulated and an acquaintance
m s made with tho method that was used for solving tho problem*
Chapter 11 will be concerned with elaborating. tho applanation
of tw> e@th.od and with formula tins & procedure# utilising,
this method* which will bo suitable for solving the problem#

£$££HQP

Some moans of measuring the audible vocabulary of tele*
vision programs was needed*

a vocabulary measuring instrument

i m m m as the wPle»eh formula for Roadability** was chosen#
this formula will now bo described and verified#

E sg a a fla

Hudolf Pieach inventod a formula for oeaearlng vocabulary
levels; it tma called tho ’’S&eeoh formula, for ifoodaMllby *#
^Readability*1 was derived free the dictionary definition of
i

^readable** Creasy or interesting to read11) by Pleach {6}*

f M a dictionary derivation was

am

teat in this bools: has two parte*

follows i

wBo the Readability

One part gives you a score

of #R#&&*;n§ l^ae©f **«* an eatimto of tho ease with tr'loh a
reader is going to road and understand what you hove written#
7

The other part of -the toot gives you a score of 1.Human
Interest*

an .estimate of the Human Interest that your

presentation {rather than, your subject} will have for the
reader*-

Together, the two scores give you an estimate of

both aspects -of Readability** (7) ♦
Heading Ease and Human Interest were established as
follows i

Heading Ease
a# Average sentence length*,
b* .Average word length*

Human Interest
a* lumber of ^personal words*”
b* Number of ‘‘personal sentences*”

By counting the number of sentences (that was to say, in
this case, each unit of thought that was grammatically Inde
pendent of another sentence or clause if its end was. marked
by a period, question mark, exclamation point, semicolon or
colon

and also Incomplete sentences or sentence fragments)

and by. dividing the number of words In these sentences by
this number, the average sentence length Was obtained*
By counting-all the syllables and;by dividing the number
of syllables by the number of words, the average word, length
was obtained*
The number of ‘‘personal words'*'* was obtained by counting
all first, second, and third # person pronouns except the
8

■limiter pronouns-

S M # itself and 'the pronouns thsyf ihiH*

their* theirs*- themselves. if referring .to things rather
than people

<**» all words that had masculine or feminine

natural gender* hut -not common * gender words -men though the
gender may have been clear from the ■■■context

and the

group words iceonle (with the plural- verb) and folks*
fh® number of wpersonal sentences” was obtained, by
counting spoken sentences marked by -'quotation marks or
otherwise

questions

—

commands

— * requests and

other sentences directly addressed to the reader
tions

—

<*-

exclama

and grammatically incomplete sentences or sentence-

fragments whose full meaning had to be inferred from the
context *
Two arithmetic formulae (one for Reading Ease and one
for Human Interest) -were invented by Pleach which transformed
the two components of Reading Ease Into an arithmetic score
and the two components of Human Interest into an arithmetic
■score« these arithmetic scores were known as.Heading .Ease
scores and Human Interest ■scores respectively•
the formula which produced -a Reading Ease score from
{&)■ average sentence, length and (b) average word length was
as followsi:

the average sentence length was multiplied by 1*015*.
the average word length was multiplied by *846*
then these products were added*
this sum was subtracted from 206*835*
this- difference was the Reading Ease score.*,
9

f1 m

formula which produced a Huston Interest score fro©

Ca|- number of **p#raoimX words1*' and Cb} fmmfcw of ^personal
cent0000a** was as follows!
ffe# Harbor of nporaon&I wordi11

1^.

was multiplied

by 3*635*
flit mimber o f .^pwtoiml m n t m m m ®

.figf^iMitf. was.

mXtiplied by #314#

Th© m m of those two produsta m m the Wmmm Interest aebro#

In using the formulae# one merely first followed, directions
to obtain the average sentence length, the average word .length*
the number of ^personal words,5* and the number of "personal
sentences” and then second applied these obtained phenomena
to the prescribed formulae*

The formulae produced Heading

Ease and Human Interest score©,*
for Readability*

This was the Flea oh formula

Details regarding specific words may be

obtained by referring to hHow to Test Readability1* by:Rudolf
Fiesoh (Mew Xork*

Harper & Brothers 1951}#*

To summarise, the Heading Ease component measured length
(the longer the words and sentences, the harder the composition),
and th© Human Interest component measured percentages (the
more ^personal*1 words and sentences, the more Human Interest}#:

Score Interpret at.Ion
In order to see what Heading Ease and Human Interest
scores mean, these scores have to be interpreted*
10

This is the

final atop in a Flea oh applieat Ion#

Although tho scores

produced by the formulae- are not useless without■Interpreta
tion,* nevertheless without Interpretation It- la difficult to
grasp In Mcommon understanding” just what these scores
indicate**

Hone# Fie sob set up scales of values for Reading

Ease and Human interest scores*

These "value" scales will

now be explained#
Beading las© acores-were‘interpreted, by-'-means of two
scales set up by Flosen* The first seal# (9) was known as m
"Difficulty Level0 scale#

This -scale ranged from a Heading

Ease score of. 0 (practically unreadable.) to a Heading Ease
score of.100 (easy for any literate person)*

Intervals-

along the scale, were interpreted by. Pleach as follows I . 0 - 30
'was designated "very difficult#" 30 * 50 was designated
"difficult#" 50

60 was designated "fairly difficult#°

60 - 70 was designated "standard" (or average}# 70 * 80
was designated "fairly easy#" 80 - 90 was designated "easy#"
and 90:■«* 100 -was designated "very easy#."

This scale la

Illustrated'in Figure 1*
The second scale

(10) was

a Orado Level scale*

This

scale ranged from a Reading Ease score of O (college completed)
to a Reading Ease score of 100 (Ath grade completed}#

Intervals

along the scale were interpreted by FI each as follows; 0 - 30
was equivalent to college completed£ 30 *» 50 was equivalent
to high soho°£ or "some college" completed* 50- » 60 was.
equivalent to "some high, school" completed# 60 - fO was
equivalent to 7th or 8th grade completed# 70 v 80 was equivalent
11

wtwm i

THE FLE8CH DIFFICULTY LETOL SCALE FOE HEADING- EASE SCORES

Heading Ease Score

100

Level of Difficulty

—

90

TO
60

Fairly Difficult

40

.20
Very Difficult
10

12

to 6th grade completed* 80 ■- 90 was equivalent to 5th grade
completed* and 90 **.100 was equivalent to 4th grade completed*
This-scale is Illustrated in Figure II*
The grade level scale was set up-by Fieseh with reser
vations

'To quote Pleach (11), "For the first four elementary

gradesf scores above 100 can he used for grad© level estimates*
figuring roughly -five points for each grade*

These figures

should be used only as general guides for estimating, the
grade level of materials for school children*

It is well

Known that the reading ability of children of the same age
varies widely#

When It comes to material for adults* I

should be, extremely hesitant in translating the scores-into
grade levels**** ' People don *t stay put at. the level of the
last grade they completed at school**#.#**
Human Interest scores were interpreted by means of one
scale set up by Pleach*
Interest" scale (IS)•

This scale was known as a "Human
It ranged from a Human Interest score

of 0 (no Human Interest) to a Human Interest score of 100
(full of Human Interest)#

Intervals along the scale were

interpreted by Pleach as followsI

0 - 10 was designated

"dull/1 ID - 20 was designated "mildly interesting,11 ,20' - 40
was designated "interesting*tt 40 - 60 was designated-"very
Interesting^” and 60

100 was designated "dramatic*"' This

scale is illustrated in Figure ill*

Audibility V'e.rsuafVi.sSbdlily
The term "Readability" suggests that words ar© analysed
13

fxm m

xx

THE F1ES0H CtEA.DE LEVEL SCA&E FOE READING EASE SCORES

Heading Esso Score

Oracle Completed Level

100

Tth or 8th G-rade
60

Borne High School

55

High school or
40
wSome College11
30

as
20
College

14

FIGURE III

THE FLES0H HUMAN INTEREST LEVEL SCALE FOR HUMAN INTEREST SCORES

Level of Human Interest

Human Interest Score

'Dramatic

'Very Interesting

Interesting

Mildly Interesting

'Dull

15

for degrees of

making

Is not tho m & m

Ummmr.$ this

m t i w than tearing*

fho Pleach foraula for tead&Mlity may

ho used for oittes* writing or a|>#aMng material*
filth regard to applying His He&d&billty formula to
opostising m

mil m

to writing* Flosoh wx*oto (S}# Hfte tost

analyses language to .oatimto its difficulty and abstractno ss*
It OoosnH mat tor whether tho tutorial Is w i t ton or spolion#
Jbtperimenis hero ohotm* however* that what Is hard to read
is w o n harder to understand by listening* and what is e&ay
to road I© oaaier to understand by listening*

So* In a sense*

the tost work© even hotter for opoaMmg than for writing
<3* 22)*

Also* d o a H forgot that mush radio material is

written to be road aloud* to that roadability is doubtlessly
important *w
An&QrBQy?i hn(l Fairbanks Cl) performed an experiment on
reading and -hearing vocabulary *

ftejr o h m ® two hundred and

twenty froateen from the University of Iowa during tho nenteial©
year of 1935 ■** 1936*

fteoe students were given Fora 0 1of

tho fnglls feats of Sngliah Vteobulary In order to toot
their reading vocabulary and an unsolectod canplo of fifty
items fron Fora B of tho fngli© foots recorded phonographies!ly
In order to toot their tearing vocahulury*
coefficient which »amsro& the

fbo correlation

mXatiomhip between

reading

vocabulary and tearing vocabulary was /#80*
fupils of grades -four# ftvmg and ©lac of eix' school
ayateno* of which five wars in Iowa and one in' foxaa* wore
tested on their reading and hearing, vocabulary by Xoosg .(23)*
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TwO' thousand pupils .tools; pant in tho experiment*

The reading

materials were fifteen -in number and of four different types!
three descriptions of industrial processes* four nature
science units •(units- on wild animal life}*.- four hero stories
from American history* and four narrative poems*

The selections

varied in length from' atsout three hundred and .fifty {the
descriptions of industrial, processes) to about eight hundred
words (the hero stories}*

These selections were presented

In four different ways* each selection being•presented merely
one way to the same classroom* but each classroom, (with only
a few exceptions) experiencing at least three modes-of
presentation and three selections from each of the four
types of reading materials*
werei

The four modes of presentation

(a) The teacher read.aloud to-the pupilat (b) Tho

teacher road aloud to the pupils while they read the selection
silently|. (c) Tho pupils read the selection once silently
at their own individual rate; and (d) The pupils -read the
selection silently for the sane amount of -time assigned for
tho oral reading by the teacher*

The Pearson product -*■

moment coefficients of the results on composite tests after
oral presentation and on composite teats after silent reading
were /*80 £*025 and above*

It Is desirable to use a reliable .and a valid topi
when'a tool is necessary Its. psychological study*

Studies-

have been .made on the reliability and validity of the Pleach
17

formulae * These studies will row be presented*
Only two studies bearing on the reliability of the
formulae were published* and they were both published in the
same article under the title of ’’Reliability of the Pleach
Readability Formulas’1 (15) *
I n the first study* forty prize- ■«* winning letters from
a General Motors'1 ’’Why 1 Like-My Job” contest (IS) were
selected*
letters*

two seta of samples .were chosen- from the forty
Fach set consisted of two one *» hundred ** word

samples from each letter*

Two experienced and two inexperienced

analysts participated in,the study*

Using the Pleach formulae#

the experienced workers analyzed both sets of the samples;
the- inexperienced workers each analyzed one set*

Bank

difference correlations were- computed between each pair of
analysts within each sample set on the rank given each letter*
These correlations ranged from /*60 to- /*99*

All of the

f':Y'correlations were positive and "significantly different from
bero, beyond the one per ~ cent level*”
The people 'performing the second study took five hundred
t

words from sixty ** three house organs and. employee pub!lea*
tion-a which were being examined in connection with a continuing
study of Industrial communications (17) and assigned them
for analysis to eighteen members of a graduate, seminar in
psychology *

Using the FI each formulae

each student analyzed

seven publications which were subsequently reanalyzed by
another member,of the seminar*

Assignments were anonymous

and co <*► operation between students was discouraged*

Only

three of the students had appreciable experience with the
18

formulas prior to the time of the study#

Product moment

correlations between- the "test" and "retest11 analysis were
aa followss

Reading Ease* -/*9X and Human -Interest* /#8l*

.411 coefficient© were posittve and "significantly different
from m v o *11

Validity
■Only one article bearing on the validity -of the Flee eh
technique was published#

OiMrs.ky {14) published an article

entitled* "How Valid ,ia the .Fleaeh Readability Formula?11
Thurstone*s "method of equal ** appearing-intervals"
for attitude scale construction was used to establish a
criterion of validity of the Flasoh .Readability formula
against a scale of judged Readability#

Seventy ** five samples

of prose from various sources, including pulp fiction and
technical treatises* .were rated.for Reading .Ease#

The

%*

median judged values ifere correlated with "Pieseh counts"
(based on both the .original and "revised ■formulas) on these
samples#.

A second series of prose sample© based on the same

subject was written to order by various members of this
particular psychological laboratory#.

-Each sample described*

in the writer Is usual style* a number of specific facts
about .rod and cone vie ion*.

Readability ratings of these

samples were again obtained as a validity criterion for
the FXesoh Index#

Validity coefficienta were'reported and

Interpreted for both phases of the study *

Correlation©

between Readability judgments and Flesch counts ranged
from /#6l to /*84*
i
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Th® method used for finding 'the audible vocabulary
level of television programs. should now be clean

X* fa© FXcseh Readability formula was applied to .the
words s-pokon.on television programs#

This yielded

a Reading Base score and a Human Interest score*
2 k These Heading Base scorea and Human interest scores
were interpreted by means of Fleseh*e scales*

PROCEDURE
* \

■With this over ■«*■■all view of the* method In mind*, the
procedure used for. solving, the problem of finding, the audible
vocabulary level of television programs will now be doscribed*
fhe procedure was fairly simple; it consisted of three
stepst

(a) The television programs were tape recorded*

(b)

Words from .these tape recordings were transcribed into.written
.sentences#

And (c) the Fiesoh formulae and the 'subsequent

FI©sch interpretations were applied to these written sentences#
This procedure* however* was very time consuming*

Because

of its. heavy .toll, on time* it was decided to limit the study
to certain categories of television programs*
of television programs were oho sens
Monday■through Friday

Two categories

(a) daytime

adult interest

«**

local

one main

person talking programs (a category consisting of eight
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programs) and (b) a random sample of twenty * five evening
network

**•

■*>» once - a - week programs*

A random sample of evening

***• network

•*** once «*

a -» week programs was taken because of the large number of
programs '(eighty » one) in this category*evening ■<*«* network
in fable I*-

»

A list of the

once - a - week-program®-is shown

(The list of programs in table 1 was made from,

the. Program. Schedules of MOW ** TV for the week of February
1 through February ?, 1953 and K W V for the week of March

S through March 14, 1953*

The so two stations served as the

only television stations in Omaha, Nebraska at the time of
this writing*

Since all the programs dealt with in this

paper were on these two Program Schedules , it is therefore
understood that the wlocaltt television programs originated
at- either of and only from these ■stations*}

The names of

the eighty ■<* one programs were written on separate slip© of
paper and put Into a convenient paper sack*

Then after

thoroughly shaking the sack, twenty * five names were obtained
from the sack

**** one at a time*

For convenience.,,, hereafter the daytime
Monday through Friday

**•* adult interest

<** local

*•**

«*** one main

person talking programs will-be referred to as, “Selected
Bay time'11 programs, and the random sample of evening
network

**» once <* a «* week programs will b© referred to

as “Selected Evening** programs*
The Selected Daytime and Selected Evening programs
were the ones then that were dealt with in this study*

The

Selected Daytime programs -are shown in Table IX, and the
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TABLE 1

A LIST OF THE SXGHHVQKS NETWORK

^

ETCHING

**»

ONOE~A~

W E M L PROGRAMS THAT WERE ■LISTED IN THE PROGRAM SCHEDULE OF
WCtf~TV OMAHA # NEBRASKA FOE THE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 1 THROUGH
FEBRUARY ?* 1953 AND THE PROGRAM SCHEDULE OF K W V OMAHA,.
NEBRASKA FOR THE WEEK OF MARCH 8 THROUGH MARCH 14, 1953
ARRANGED IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER STARTING WITH 6:00 PM SUNDAY
amd m m m

with 10.130 pm Saturday

Sunday
You Asked For It
Private.Secretary
Mr* Peepers
Toast of the Town
Comedy Hour
Fred Wari us Show
Goodyear TV Playhouse

The Web
The Doctor

What *3 %

Lire

Dennis Day
Mr* & Mrs.* North
Life Begins at 80
Talas of Tomorrow
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TABLE I (CClfTXMUEB)

Monday
Hollywood Screen Test
Lux Video Theatre
Wl re-hell & Mahoney
■Art!mr Godfrey1s Talent Scouts
*
Voice of Firestone
1 Love Lucy
Hollywood Open "House
Bed Buttons Show
Robert Montgomery Presents
fStudto Ore
Flairclothesman

Tuesday
Beulah
Life la Worth Living■Texaco Star Theater
Keep Posted
City Hospital
Fireside theater
Suspense
Circle theater
Barger
Two For the Money
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83747

•

TABUS 1 (CONTINUED)

Tuesday (continued)
The

Marne&

The

Same

Four Star Playhouse

Wednesday
Co&frey & His Friends
X Married loan
Cavalcade of America
Strike It Hloh
'Kraft TV Theater
Man Against Crime
Blue Ribbon Bouta
this Is lour bite
Bed Skelton.

Thursday
The hone Ranger
Burns & Allen
You Bet Your life
Chance of a Lifetime
Cisco lid
Biff Baker ± IUS;A*.
Dragnet
Big T o m
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jpable

•
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ni^irijfc i

I|jN>(1ifc' ii

>i fi^i

111m.(i^i.m ii<ii| i_ii.iwjiijlifmly

I {c o n t i n u e d }

n<i>>njii^i^ itiiwjlC^r

u| ^pir>!^i|Hjt'^|^,i'iD

iljy>Oiw^iji^Jli.iCM^rtj'i*!i1'^ ' I

Thursday (continued)
Ford Theater
My Little Margie
Martin, lane
Racket Squad
Douglas Fairbanks Jr*i Presents
Hit Parade

Friday
■.

March of Time
l|r Friend Inna
. Playhouse of Stars
Big Story
Our Miss Brooks
The Aldrich Family
Twenty Questions
Boxing
Down Ion Go
Rocky King

Saturday
Paul Whit email* TF Teen Club
%

Hero

Jackie Gleason Show
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table i (c o n t i n u e d )

Saturday (continuod)
All Star Revue
Show of Shows
Oz%i& & Harriet
Onis Kids
It *& Hews To Me
Death Valley Bays
Beat The Clock

Selected Evening programs are shown in Table III*
Having determined which programs to use, the procedure
was followed with regard to these programs!

(a) On a chance

occasion, the selected programs were tape recorded in their
entirety one©.*

Then (to) because of a recommendation by

Flesch (15)f five 100' word samples were taken at random
from each program and transcribed into written' sentences*
Two examples of these 100 word samples are shown belows

Example 1
This 100 word sample was taken along with five others
from a Selected Daytime program entitled^ nTY Classroom***
The program was taken April 23* 1933 at 3?30 PM*
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TABLE II

A LIST OF THE SELECTED DAYTIME PROGRAMS AHHAH0ED IN
ALPHABET1CAL ORDER

Cup & Saucer
Marthafs Kitchen
Midday News
Noon Edition
TV Classroom
TV Farm Reporter
Woman*a View
Your TV Home

However* today

1

want to tails* with you about

the President*s powers with reference to the Armed
Forces#

normally this doesn’t got too much atten*

tion# 'B u t ;just about three years ago when the
North Korean Communists moved into South Korea
and while tfr## who was it#. Kalec* I believe it
was* had staged a walkout at the Security council
at the United Nations# the United Nations used
its Military Sanction upon the Xor* North Koreans#
Following that military sanction.* you will recall
that President Truman ordered American troops into
27

TABLE III

A LIST OF'THE SELECTED 'EVENING PROGRAMS ARRANGED IN
CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER STARTING WITH S;0O FM SUNDAY AND
END IHO WITH lOlJO PM SATURDAY

Sunday
You Ashed For It
Toast of the Town
Fred Waring Show
Goodyear TV” Flay house
The Web
Mr* & Mrs* North
Life Begins at 80
Tales of Tomorrow

Monday
Hollywood Screen Test
Winohell & Mahoney
Studio One

Tuesday
Beulah
Life is Worth Living
City Hospital
Suspense
Texaco Star Theatre
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TABLE-XIX (OOHTXMUED)

Wednesday
Bed Skelton

Thursday
,Cisco Kid
Ford Theater
Douglas Fairbanks dr* Presents

Friday
Playhouse of Stars
Twenty Questions
Boxing
Down Tou Go
I
Saturday
i

! daokle Gleason Show

Korea*-

That -touched off -a great debate in the
100
United States / as to what powers does the President
have with reference to the use of
of the United-States *11
Humber of sentences

*** 4

Uumbor of syllables

**** 164
29

the-Armed Forces

Number of p©raoml sentences
Mtmber of personal words

2
5

Example 2
This 100 word sample was taken along -with five others
from a. Selected Evening program entitled,,- ftStudio Gn©*,# the
program was taken April '25# 1953 at Si00 PM*
f
—

...

.

"You. need somebody to tell you something*
How I don*t care where you go, they*11 find you
and bring yon back*

fh©y*il hair© a* pretty tough

time bringing me back from Mexico City*
a time as y o u ’d; think*
treaty you know*

Hot such

f tore’a an extradition

Z*m at ill going to Mexico*

Th®

worst, the most insane thing of all Is running
away without telling Celia* -How what Vs she going
to ssyf

What difference does it make?

difference does it make?

What

You1re going to marry

the girl*

Mot till after all this blows oyer*
im
donit understand you Frank* Maybe / I don’t

understand my aelf **
Humber of sentences
Humber of syllables

15
***** 134

Number of personal sentences
Humber of personal words
30

■**■** 5

■*»*■ 19

I

Ctho rocmlto of ih© f l m m h

for tho two ©sav'-plo©

cited cvfew© are dirootly bolowthe oagmptea*

Beading

Saoo and Human Interoot ocoroo for tho two progroem oitod
m y bo ob&alnod by referring to Ohnpter III#

It ahculd

bo undoratood that tho Bo&dxng Boa© and Human inter© at oooroo
in Chapter Ilf wor© obtained by averaging tho FXoooh wcount a**
of f t w 100 word oamploo por p r o g m o rather than roly Ins
on on© 100 word sample* end then applying those f,avera$©
,00untatr to tho FXoooh formula©*.!

And Co}- finally tho Floooh feraalao were eppliod to tho
random aamplos of tho oeloeted prograoa* and tho subsoquont
Floooh intorprot&tions were mad©*
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS A W AH IHTERPRETATXQH OF THE RESULTS

Thus far a problem has.been selected and limited; a
method for solving this problem- has .been selected, hi storied*
'described*,and verified; and a procedure utilising this
method has been described for solving this problem#

After

hairing applied this procedure* certain results were obtained*
These results will now be shown along with an Interpretation
that has been made of them#

RESULTS

The results of the application of the Flesch formulae
were fairly easy to grasp#■ After all the counting and after
all. the manipulating of numbers* the results of the FI-each
formulae were summed up Into one arithmetical number for each
of the Reading Ease. $&d the .'Human Interest formulas*

The

arithmetical number which indicated the end result o f the
.-Reading Ease formula was known as a Reading Ease score*
Likewise* .the arithmetical number which indicated the end
result of the Human Interest formula was known as a Human
Interest score*

Hence after- applying the Reading Base formula

to the words of a television program* the result of this
application was a single number known aa a Reading Ease score*

likewise* aft©** applying tho Htsmn Interest formula to tho
w e M a of a television pregrata* tho result of this applies*
•M o n was a single number Itncvm as a Human Interest score*
i t .followed that after applying tho Heading Baa# and Human
Interest formulae to a group of television programs* tho
results ware a group of Hooding Ease doors© and a group of
Human Interest scores*
The results of applying tho Fioach formulae to tho

SSlsotsd Daytime and Selected leaning programs weroi

a

group of Reading Base scores and a group of Human Interest

seers© for tho Selected Baytine programs

#*** and a group

of Reading Ease ©cores and a group of Human Interest no ores
for the Selected Evening progress#
The group of Heading Ease scores for the Selected Daytime
programs Is given in Table XV*

For convenience* the range

of the scores*''the mean score* and the standard deviation of
the scores are also given*
Human Interest s s o m

for the Selected Baytine programs

are given in fable V along with the range* ®oan# and standard
deviation*
The Heading Base ©cores for the Delected Evening programs
are given in fable ?X* and the Hunan Interest ©cores of the
Selected Evening program© m m given in table VIX*.

fable

VI and fable VII also give the range* moan* and standard
deviation of the respective groups*

TJji)

TABLE IV

READING- EASE SCORES OBTAINED FOR THE SELECTED DAXTIKE
PROGRAMS ALOHG WITH THE RANGE

—

MEAN

*«

AND STANDARD

DEVIATION ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER

. Reading Ease Score

Hamo of Program

Xour VT Homo-

89.58

Cup & Saucer

83.46

TV Farm Reporter

81.80

Martha *a Kitchen

81*59

Woman1a Vimr

?1.69

Moon Edition

63.14

Midday Hews

61.26

TV Classroom

55.17

Range '•«*<* 89*53 ♦ 55.17 5 34*41
Mean

***■■ T‘
3 *46

Standard Deviation

—

1,1.93,.

AN INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS

Score Interpretations Applied
Score interpretations give meaning to the Reading Ease
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M S

?

aco r m of m s

m::&$
w r a t & h&kse

*•» imi?

a m m * * ; f309h& :a alg&*
Mm m m m m

mmmstott m m j ^ . a

m - ® M M cajwssi

fteo of Fro.gr®

Hunan tntnront Scord

four fV Homo

61,68

Otip & Saucer

5**90

!&Ptha*8 Kitchen

48*55

f? Farm Boportsr

39*58

WcminVi View

37*58

W

36,81

Olsssrotas

ttidday ^ow#

35*11

Hoon Edition

38*35

Haitgo
J'ean

****** Si *60 **■ 32*36 5 .29*3.2
*- ■ &*£$.

Standard ftsvlattcxn

*■«* 10*^1

and Enmati Interest seams*

Beading Bass s c a m s m | lbs trans*

iatod into wdiff lenity*1 lorols arid/or grade l m ® l n § and
Emaan interest acorns m y be translated into nEntmn Interestw
lovaXn*

fh® fldi fFioiiltyn imr&l&t grade lewis* and Human Interest
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TASLfc VI

ssAosm- isaas seo.tEs
KKJoaa.-s a u m b b i «he h&s»s

20,1

%vju ;«,ECfEo kvsbirs

»«

tas&a *» a:® ssairsfti©

n s m v s o * ARaA:ms> ih » u k c r o s i
. «■(«»<>■iiwoinii.'i 1
.1wi

2<9«,<3tn@ Etvao

flan© of Program

#0®% ® o r IV Tla^imum

96*21

Bmpmm

96«®1

Boujah-

96*02

fiaoo K1A

95.25

Texaco Star fhoater

95*65

Clltf _Uospitei

95*55

Frad Waring Show

93.03

Hr* a Hr®# north

92*80

Wlnoholl 6 tM x m o f

98*3?

Hod StoltOKk

92.31

Bam- Xou

90*0?

00

1*ho Wot*

91.86

foaoi of the $oom

91*44

studio o»e

91.30

Douglas Foirtafih®.

Prooort®

iTaoMo Oloasori Show

01*09

90*45

'flmfhmm of star®-

: 39 . n

fwoBtf Questions

88*73

Tatmm of fooorrow

87.46
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mmjF, VS (OOBPiHUKD)

Has© of Program

Reading Kao© soors

Hollywood Korean foot

87*23,

Ford Ihoator

85.17

you Aafeod For St

81.93

Lifo Begins st SI

81.SS

Boxing (Friday)

78*55

Life ia Worth Living

78*05

Bang©
fisan

-*
—

98*21 - 78.05 $£l*£Q»

btandc'.rd Deviation

*»

ZmrmlB of tbs Seleeted M $ % t m pro-^mm are g% w m In fables
?lflt

and & m B p m t t \ m %$# M

tho <#dlff.iou.l%'tl levels#

grade levele* end Eunan Interest I w e X a of the Selected

i^enteg progress are given In Table® XI* XII* ant Kill
respectively*

Often a comparison of the Fleaoh seeres proves ifi&ivi**
dually interesting*

fh# Heading Ease and B ubkus interoat

eoores'my he compared by correlation*

4 rank order eorrslo*

SAStS VII

v.m m s a s s y sco!*-i> of ssc. samirao ? & e m m r x m & v s a t o m

wish 3>as hb rm

#*

ts s

*»

ard flTAimao ustxasicb

in m m
ku ^^.r^WTi^ i) ^ i iiiW
gl

it^ii»TMfcr iwi|^ !^ tiEriW
^^»^rrjrii«iiTMi<»>«irii:»l>i|i«iMi[^ rijiWi

rMjBCrnn’i'glrm1jfci i>ti

Marne of Frontmm

osdkr
n#i' i n # '«iJWiinfifg^Ti'i 1

1

;»r

n^ r Tur «j

H u m n internet Q m m

W M - g U m m of Stars

107*37

Cisco Kid

109.08
106.3?

Stispans©

92.76

®o©ayoar f¥ M & ^ h m m m

90*95

y&o&fe OleaooB Show

87.89

Baucis# feirfo&nls© 3rr)i.

85.33

Giiy Hospital

83.46

Studio On©

83*24

Mr* 6 Mrs* Morth

82*38

Ffe€ faring Shotf

81*2?

the -mb

80*33

toast of tho foim

80.3?

&lr.eh$3.1 & IvOhcatioy

79*84

'Life Bogins at 80

79*0.8

&e& SfeeitoB

76*73

feu Aefted For It

76.62

Hollywood Soroom toot

76.45
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(iii^jjif p

■’r

tabus m

(csommna))

Kamo of Program

Human Interest score

Ford Theater

73*85

Tuloa of Tomorrow

72*28

fossae® Star Theater

71*43

Down You So

66*50

twenty Question®

63*17

Lif® is Worth Living

62*00

Boating (Friday)

53*62

mnm +** xa?*3? • 53*&* z ra*«gg
Kean

*—

j|g&2£>

Standard Illation

**-*

item between th# Heading Knee cvnd Human Interest scores of
tho Selected Daytime programs m a computed In fable X£?p
and a rank order correlation between the Heading- Knee and
HOB-an Interest scores of the Selected Z o n i n g program a m e
computed In fable 3flf* £oth -of the Correlation# in fable
KtW (r « /*80) and in fable X? (r # /#59) are statistically
'significant at the on# per «* eent level (19)#
. The Selected Baytte® and Selected G e n i n g pro grans
taken aa a whole are* of course# not, strictly comparable*
therefore* In comparing the vocabulary levels of the Selected
Baytimo programs with the vocabulary levels of the Selected
39

TABLE VIIX

DIFFICULTY LEVEL OF THE SELECTED DAYTIME PROGRAMS ALONG* WITH
THE RANGE

MEAN

AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARRANGED IN
RANK ORDER

Name of Program

Difficulty Level

TV Classroom

"Fairly Difficult"

Midday Hews

"Standard"

Noon Edition

"Standard"

Womanfs View

Rang©

"Fairly Easy"

i-iartna *a Kitchen

"Easy"

TV Farm Reporter

"Easy"

Cup & Saucer

"Easy"

Your TV Home

tt*n~

'Easy1

nFairly Difficult” ** f#Easy” S & Floe oh cate
(Out of f categories)

Mean

t*
i H a i l

Standard Deviation

»*•* 1*19 Flosch cateaories
{Based on 10 points per category)
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s.ms ix

asuaa 1^*3,o? m.-. axuwjsrxy a & m t u i fxotwu-a :jt. .'.avrsu ms.
a'.t’OK

—

ksasi <**» asu) ffixm.m r e m t r u r AiUjuxiaj x»
3fl.SK OA'S53

tedf) LOT#:!

San© of Prosfa.s

(Listed m
Grade Oonpletod)

W

SoGO f-lgh School

ItM&o^r 13et*s

7th or 8th Grade

■nt,oon

7th or 8th Orado

Edittoi

W o m n *a Vt$tf

6th Grade

irartha *o Kitchen

Sth or<n.

W

Sth Grade

Far® Beporior

Cup 4 Saiscor

5th Grede

four t? B o m

5th Qrctdo

ftaa§# m*

Haas

OXaaaroo®

*#**■

11th Cappro^tmataif) ■** Sth 5 &

{appro^lrmtaly )

%*a,do Oj

Standard Deviation

*** 1*1$ Clmdffo. {Based on 10 points par @ra<le}
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YASLE X

/
/

hit”a ..* n a s r a ®

a? t m :

/

avzsr:.';-; K-tea Ui.s iaosw
/

w t h r-'KS aver.

—

i-sat?

a no GTAnafvRn xrvr^arm ascs&kqsd

IR HAtvtf G-iJEH

®am& of Program

Hussa** Interoat Lev®I

Xcur 2V Home

H&B50

Cup 6 Saucer

"Very Into rest ins*4

Kartha *a Kitchen

"Very interesting11

fi/ Farm Reporter

^interesting*

Woman1© '/lotf

* Interesting**

fV* Giaearoo®

w3tat«iro0tiaBrt

hidday ftm&

”interest lngr*

Koon Edition

^Interooting”'

****

"Dranatid”

tftmtot mtlng ** **
tOut of 5 categories)

Mean

—

"2sS,

Standard Deviation

**«*•

CBased on 10 points per category!
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or.TPT.jtK!/=-.V5i.

ri \; £ itn-'o;’; * * .

? 'i.’-:::

ja a s

rino pffii,

*•

alojio v?*?h

.v m bsat! ^ h d d K m j i a t a :h ^ xk :c» Sit
•s/vi.’x o’»3Kfi

t&jr® of Program

Difficulty hmeU

Life is worth Living

**F&irl|r Easy

Bosciog (Friday)

“Fairly IFioy

Lifo Sogiae
You Aake&

**Kauyw

80

"Kcay”

ft

Ford Theater

**Ea&yw

Hollywood Boreas* foot

"Easy”

•Taloe of fosjorrw

f,Easy**

fwa:ity thsoattoBe

i^S;/
t»V- _ _ . w t»

Playhouse of Btero

i-asy

J&ekte 01 ©aeon Show

*H/ory Easy1*

Doubles Fairbanks Jr* Frooonte

!>Fsry Easyff

StO.diO ViflO

nFory Eaoy*#

feast of the foro

"ifcsry Easy*1

*

Tko FoB

“Very faoy"

tkwi You 0o

4»

- dj*

Hed Skolton

r*Vory Easy**

Wlisehell a IMiosioy

^Fery IS&ey^

!;r* 4 i:re* Forth

"Very Baey**
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TABLE: XI {COJJTIHUED}

Barge

feme of Program

Difficulty Level

Fred Waring Show

“Very Faay

01ty Hospital

“Very Easy*1

Texaco Star Theater

“Very Easy**

Cisco Kid

“Vory Easy*1

Beulah

“Very Easy**

Suspense

“Very Easy11

Goodyear TV Playhouse

“Very Easy11

*>** “Fairly Easy”

**

“Very Easy11 Z J$, Fleech categories(Out of ? categories)

Mean

**<*

“Very;

Standard Deviation

****■
{Based on 10 points per category)

'Evening programs * one should keep in mind that vocabulary
is only one part of a whole television program#

Further**

more# since the Selected'Daytime and Selected Evening programs
are of two different typos# perhaps this may he ground for
using different levels of vocabulary# ’
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TABLE XXX

ORABE LEVEL OP T E SELECTED EVENT.KG- PROGRAMS ALOHO WITH THE
range

mm

**«> and staxbahb deflation arram

m m

RAMIC ORDER

Grads Level

Marne of Program

(Listed as
Grade 0ompleted)

Life is Worth Living

6th Grade

Boxing (Friday.)

6th Grade

Life Begins at 00.

5th Grade

You A sited For It

5th Grade

Ford. Theater

5th Grad©

Hollywood■Screen Test

5th Grade

Tales of Tomorrow

5th Grade

'Twenty Queat ione

5th Grade

Playhouse .of Stars

5th Grade

Jackie Gleason Show

4th Grade

Douglas Fairbanks Jr.*.

4th Grade

Studio One

4th Grade

Toast of the T o m

4th Grade

The Web

4th Grade

Down You Go

4th Grade

Red Skelton

4th .Grade

Winehell & Mahoney

4th Grade
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TABLE-. XII {OOLTINUED}

Han)a of Program

Grad© Laval
CListed as
Grade Completed)

Mr*. Sc Mrs* Wo.rth

4th Grade

Fred Waring Show

4th Grad©

City Hospital

4th Grade

Texaco Star Theater

4th Grade

Cisco Kid

4th Grade

Beulah

4th Grad©

Suspense

4th Grade

.

Goodyear TV Playhouse

Hang©
Hear

—
—

4th Grade

.6th — 4th ~ .2 Grades
4th Grad© Completed

Standard Deviation

Grades.

A comparison of the. Selected Daytime and Selected .Evening
programs was most easily made by •comparing their frequency
distributions*

The frequency, distributions of the Heading

Ease scores of the Selected Daytime and Selected Evening
programs are shown in Table XVI*

A graphical representa

tion of the frequency distributions In Table XVX Is given
in Figure XV*
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°Bmeatian
^Drasatio11

J&okie Glaasosi 3 h «
Douflcva FUtitenka
.0iiy Koopltal
studio 0r<#

^Bramfcio*

nr* #* lire* iforth

"Brrartio"

Fred Waring Ska#

^Bmnatlo^

the Ueh

rt0rAir:atiari

faaot of the tmm.

^raoatie**'

Wtnehol1 6 :foho«sey
Life Beotia at 80

^T)jr*onr.t5 a1*

Mod Bimttm

wBra©&tiert

Kan Asked For It
Hollywood, sereeri toot

"Br&ioatio1*
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■*■ <*,«#.

SP&HL3 XXXI (Or/ttZttURD)
»*■>■»*»

tfom of Prosrar**

Ih m m Tmot'o&t hm-ot
f*Dramatic i*

Pond Thoat©r

1

I./Viiduaiir£,0

of AOtjorry^
t e a o o $t&j* fho&tex*

#Dr€Liiati0fl

Sown lOil 00

"Draj-iatto”

&*e®ttcne
Life to Vforih Lining

w0 m m t i 0 w
l»

ikedng tPrluay 5

Range

* Tz&rn'outm®*

ff£remtic* ■#■ l* W ^ lutorostifts'

{;v*t of 5 categories)

Star^orOl Deviation

1 * M fie^at|
(Saood on 10 pointo per catogoxqr)
»m»lniuW«ii
.

the frequency distribution© of the Ktnnan interest eooree
/

of the Selected Ba^ttmo and Belootod Ironing program arc
ehown in fable Xfll*

A grajftiie&l ropreeontatioii of the

frequency dlotrthuttone 1b Tab&e W i t la glirean In Pigur# ?*'
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Ha&e of

£our W

f m M Or&or of
nm&imQ, £®*m

B&n& Order of ;>:;:Bmmm

Seoree

Seorca

i;om

1 (toafit

1.(Moat

MfflOii2.lv}

iftsaati

Interest)
Oup & Ouuo&f

t

I

fir Warn xeporter

$

#

Martha^o Kitchen

4

3

ife&n *e View

0

5

toon Edition

S

8

Ki&tay Moifo

f

7

TV Olaooroois

8

8

r * /*B9

felotrieion prograsa In the Omaha* f&br&eba aroa w r ©
fa^od periodically by a eomerclal publication known ao
nf,®X®pt£lmmn

In of foot TeXepule* was on eatloot© of the

popularity of a television prolan:*
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Boeauae a&oh program

TABLE XV

HAWK ORDER CORRELATIOH B1TWEEH THE BEADING EASE SCORES AND
■THE HUMAN INTEREST SCORES OF THE SELECTED- EVENING PROGRAMS

Name of 'Fro gram

Hank Order
of Reading
Ease Scores

Hank ■Order
of Human
Interest
Scores

Goodyear TV Playhouse

1 {Least
Difficult)

3

Suspense

t

4

Beulah

3

3

Cisco Kid

4

2

Texaco Star .Theater

5

21

City Hospital

6

8

Fred Waring -Show

7

11

Mr# & Mrs* Earth

■B

10

WincheLl & Mahoney

9

14

Red Skelton

10

16

Down You G*o

11

22

The Web •

12

12

Toast of the Town

13- *
■

13

.Studio One

14

■9

Douglas Fairbanks Jr#

13

f

«!&©kl# Gleason Show

16

6

Playhouse of Stars

1?

1
Human
Interest)
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TABLE .X? (OOHTIMJEB)

Hama of Program

Bank Order
of Heading
Ease Scores.

Hank Order
of Human
Intersat
Scores

Twenty Questions

IB

23

tales of- Tomorrow

19

20

Hollywood Screen test

20

18

Ford -Theater

21

19

Xou Asked For It

22

IT

Life Begins at- 80

23

15

Boxing (Friday)

24

25

Life is Worth Living

25

24

i
1
r = /.59

j

was given a rating* it was thought that a comparison at the
Fleseh "rating11 and the Telepulso rating might prove Inter*
eating#,

:

# & #

Telepulse was published by nThe Pulse Incorporated!11
Hew Xork* at irregular monthly intervals*

People were asked

which program they were viewing at such and such a time*.
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FIGURE IV

A GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS
OF READING EASE SCORES OF THE SELECTED DAYTIME AND SELECTED
EVENING PROGRAMS
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Iowa TV area of Omaha# Nebraska)*

The houaohold s inter-

viewed were selected by a random process*

The primary

sampling points wore blocks# systematically selected from
census block statistics (when available) with due weight
ascribed to population differences*

The interviewers were

sent to the soloated blocks# and they conducted their inter-

FIGURE V

A GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS
OF HUMAN INTEREST SCORES OF THE SELECTED DAYTIME AND
SELECTED EVENING PROGRAMS
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V

90

10©

viewing according to a preassigned plan*

Sixteen primary

sampling .points wore' -select ad for each month #s tntervlowing *.
Eight blocks were selected In Omaha .from block statistics*
The eight remaining, sampling points ware selected by a two fold division#

First * a block was selected with due emphasis

on population*

Second* a block was selected from block

statistics for that town# -(if available) or from prepared
geographic maps#

Xr all cases* the block selected was used

as a starting point for the month1s work**1'
HInterviewing., was conducted between 6 PM and 9 PM*

Each

time a television home was locatedr this home was questioned
concerning the viewing and listening habits (adso used for
radio) from ? AM to ? PM that ■day and

6

PM to It Midnight

the previous night #**

A rank order correlation between the Heading Ease scores
of the Selected Daytime programs and their Tel©pulse ratings
for February 1955 was computed. In fable XVXIX* and a rank
order correlation between the Human Interest scores of the
Selected Daytime programs and their Telepulse ratings for
February 1955 was computed.in fable XIX*

{At the time of

this study* the February 1953 issue was the latest issue
of Telepuls© published*

Therefore* the Telepulse ratings

and the Flesoh ^ratings11 were made almost simultaneously *
A rank order correlation between the Heading Base
56

TABLE XVI21

HANK ORDER CORRELATION BETWEEN THE READING- EASE SCORES OF
THE SELECTED DAKTIME PROGRAMS AMD THE TELEFULSE RATINGS FOE
, THESE PROGRAMS

Name of Program
in Rank Order of
Beading Ease Boor#

Hank Order of
Telepulse Hating

Your TV Home

X (Least
Difficult)

2

Gup & Saucer

2

8

TV Farm Reporter

3

6

Martha's Kitchen

4

4

Woman's View

5

5

Noon Edition

6

1 (Most
Popular)

Midday News

7

?

T V ■Classroom

8

3

r as -.12

score a of the Selected Eyerlng programs and their Telepulse
ratings for February 1953 was computed in Table XX* and a
rank order correlation between the Human Interest scores of
the Selected Evening programs and their TelepuXse ratings
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TABLE XIX

m h x o n m n cohrelatioh betweem the human iktehest scores of

THE SELECTED DAYTIME PROGRAMS AMD THE TELEPULSE RATIH0S FOR
THESE PROGRAMS

- Mams of Program in
Rank Order of Human
Interest Score
*
Your TV Home

Hank Order of
Telepulso Rating

1 (Most
Human
Interest)

2

2

8

Martha#s Kitchen ' 3

4

TV Farm Reporter

4

6

Woman*s View .

5

'5

TV Classroom

6

'3

T

T

8

1 (Most
popular)

Cup & Saucer

■ Midday News
Moon Edition

r ? ***19

for February 1953 was computed in Table XXI*
None of the correlations in Table XVXXX (r S ~*12) in
fable XXX (r * -.19) in. Table XX (r
(r

ft+35}'. or in Table XXX

/*37) was statistically significant at the five per *•

cent level (20)*
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TABLE’.XX

RANK ORDER. CORRELATION BETWEEH THE HEADING EASE SCORES OF

THE SELECTED

EVENING PROGRAMS AND THE T&EPDLSB RATINGS FOR

THESE

PROGRAMS

Rank Order of
Telepulse Rating

Name of Program in Baric
Order of Reading Ease Score

Goodyear TV Playhouse

% (Least
Difficult)

6

Suspense

2

5

Beulah

3

7

Cisco Eld

4

4

Texaco Star Theater

5

1 (Moat
Popular)

Fred Waring Show

6.

14

7

37

Winshall & Mahoney

8

22

Hod Shelton

9

20

Down You Go

10

18

The Web *

11

10

Toast of the Tmm

12

11

Studio .One

13

9

Douglas Fairbanks Jr#

14

18

Jackie Gleason Shew.

15

3

Playhouse of Stars

15

8

Twenty Questions

17

15

Mr#

&

Mrs# North
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TABLE XX CCONTINUED>
> ii 'iijwC,<i'mrrw

p

i f r

am w W rnriTi

i

^ - n i w r d |ii »«*

Marne of Program in Bank
Order of Heading Base Score

i * mhh¥ 1'

w»

Bank Order of
TelepuXee Hating

Hollywood Screen Teat

18

.12

Ford Theater

19

15

You Asked For If

20

19

Life Begins at 80

21

■23

Boxing (Friday)

22

.2.

Life is Worth Living

23

21

r s. /.35

The reason for the lovr and even negative correlations
t
in fable XVXIi. iand in ■fable XXX may have been due to the
smallness of numbers.* ■ It may be noted for example in fable
-XVIXX that the jHea&ing Ease rank and the Tslepulse rank for
"Martha's Kitchen*" "Woman’s V i w #“ and "Midday Mews" (three
•out of eight .programs) were perfectly positively related#
The reason for the non significant correlations in
Table XX and in "Table XXI may have'been due also, to the
smallness of numbers-*

However .here the number of programs

was larger than the number of programs in Tables XVIIX and
XIX;- and as ■should-be If the assumption about .small numbers
{namely that large numbers produce more conclusive results),
60

'TABLE XXI

RANK ORDER CORRELATION BETWEEN THE HUMAN INTEREST SCORES OP
THE SELECTED EVENING PROGRAMS AND THE TELEPULSE RATINGS FOR
THESE PROGRAMS

Name of Program In Rank
Order of Human Interest,
Score

Hank Order of
Telepul00 Rating

Playhouse of Stars

1 {Most
Human
listersst),

a

Cisco Kid

■2

4

Beulah

3

7

Suspense

4

5

Goodyear TV Playhouse

3

6

Jackie Gleason Show

6

,3

Douglas Fairbanks Jr.

7

16

Studio One

&

9

Hr* & Mrs* North

9

17'

Fred Waring Show

10

14

The Web

11

10

•Toast of the Town

12

11

Wlnchell (k Mahoney

13

22

Life Begins at SO

14

25

Had Skelton

15

20

You Asked For It

16

19

61

table xxx i o o m t m m o )

Rank Order of
Telopul3G Rating

Name of Frogram in Bank
Order of Human- Interest
Score

Hollywood Screen Test

17

12

Ford Theater

18

13

Texaco Star Theater

19

Down You io

SO

18

Twenty Questions

21

13

Life is Worth Living

22

21

Boxing {Frlday)

23

2

1 (Most
Popular),

r S /.37

i

5

holds * the ;eorrelafctons were also larger in fables XX and
, '
*- . I
■iXXX than tin fables..XVfIX and XIX; and furthermore- the larger
i
?'
I:
■corralattons were positive*
Since the Telepuls© ratings were mad& in rank order for
all television programs as one group regardless of type# a
rank order correlation between the .Heading Ease scores of the
Selected Daytime and. Selected Evening, programs in. combination.
and their Telepulse ratings for February 1953 was computed in
Tabic XXII^ and a rank order Correlation between the Human
Interest scores of the Selected Daytime and Selected Evening
62

TABLE XXII

HAWK ORDER CORRELATION BETWEEN THE READING EASE.SCORES OP
THE SELECTED DAYTIME AND SELECTED EVENING- PROGRAMS IK
COMBINATION AND THE TELEPULSE RATINGS FOR THESE PROGRAMS

Mam© of Program In Bank
Order of Heading Eaae Score

Rank Onder of
Tel©pulse Rating

Goodyear TV Playhouse

1 (least
Difficult)

6

Suspense

2

5

Beulah

3

7

Cisco Kid

4

4

Texaco .Star -Theater

5

'1 (Most
- Popular)

Fred Waring Show

14

Mr* & Mrs* North

6
f*jp

Winchell & Mahoney

8

22

Red Skelton

$

20

B o m t o n "do

10

ia

'11

' 10

12:

'ii

The Web
Toast of the .Tom
!
Studio One

13 ■

Douglas Fairbanks dr*

14

16

Jackie Gleason Show

15

3

Playhouse of Stars

16

8

Your TV Home

17

as

9
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table x x h ■ i m m i m m )

Bank Order of
Telepuls© Rating

Marne of Frogram in Bank ;
Order of Beading Ease 'Score

twenty Questions

18

15 :

Hollywood Screen feet

19

m

Ford Theater■

20

15

Gup & -Saucer

21'

51

You Asked For ft

22

19

Life Begins at 80

23

23

TV Farm Reporter

24

Martha *s Ki tchan

25

27

Boxing (Friday)

26

2

Life is Worth .Living

2?

21

Woman*8 ■View

28

28

Boon Edition

29

24

Midday 'Mews

30

30

TV Classroom

31

26

r s A63

programs in combination and their TeXepnXse ratings for
February 1953 was computed in fable XXIII.

Both of the

correlations in fable XXII (r s /«63)>nd in fable XXIII
(r s

were statistically significant at the one per **

cent level (21}»
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TABLE XXIII

mm

order correlation between the human interest scores of

THE SELECTED DAYTIMEAPB SELECTED EVENING PROGRAKS IN
•COMBINATION A m THE TELEPULSE RATINGS FOR THESE PROGRAMS
»■»•«

'Ill*1'II'll1
lihnHft

Im

>»|

;iu4!W
Pfi'■>»*t■
i.^.fe>>>

i

Mama of Program in Hank
Order of ■Hainan interest
Score

1 {least
Difficult)

Cisco Kid

Goodyear TV Playhouse

■a
3
4
5

Jackie Gleason Show

6

Suspense

;rff^g
lji!t>rJ
i,j<w
4B^iir

Hank Order of
Tel opt% l m Hating

Playhouse of Stars

Beulah

w
tViry>»nay*«*<1fe»tie<W^N»»

8
4
■■■7
■3
6
3
■18
9
1?

i

Douglas Fairbanks Jr*. ■ 7
Studio One

8

Mr# 4 Mrs* -Month

9

Fred Waring Show

m

14

The Web-

ii

10

Toast of the Town

12

ii

WtnchsXl & Mahoney

13

22

Life Begins at 80

14

23

Bed Skelton

15

You Asked For It

16

19

Hollywood Screen Test

1?

12

?
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20

TABLE XXIXT COOHTIMJEU)

Rank Order of
■TeleptiXse Rating

Hame of Program in Bank
Order of Human Interest
Score

Ford Theater

IB

Texaco Star Theater

19

Down You 0 0 .

-20

18

Twenty Questions

21

15

Life is Worth Living

22

21'

Your TV Home

23

.Cup &■ Saucer

24

Boxing {Friday)

23

Hart hafs Kit ehen

26

27

TV Farm Reporter

27

29

Woman’s View

28

28

TV Classroom

29

26

'Midday Hews

P

30

i%
l

24

Noon Edition

13
X {Most
Popular)

31
2.

r $ /.TO

In working with TalepuXse ratings* a word of caution
should ‘
be voiced»

Telepulse ratings- rated an entire tale*-

vision program and not merely a part of a television program
66

such as the audible, vocabulary'#

?taual stimuli and other

audibly stimuli are huge factors 'that cannot be overlooked
in this matter*

Many external factors* such as the hour

of presentation* should bo considered in the whole picture.
■f

A television program must not be- viewed only internally
■(factors that make up the actual television program) but
also externally ■(factors that make up the world from hour
to hour,, day to day.* week to week* month to month* year to
year* decade to decade* and century to- century)*

fhis chapter was* for the most part* a series of tables
and figures..

These tables and figures -showed in detail the

results and an interpretation of the results produced from
the outlined attack used for solving the problem of this
paper,

lir effect these results indicated the solution of

the formulated problem* and the interpretations purported
i
to clarify:the results#
i
tn wading through one table after another however* It
is often .difficult to grasp an integrated picture of all
these tables and figures*

Hence* a summary is in order#

The summary which is about, to be- presented* of course* will
attempt to bring out only the main points in an integrated'
fashion*

Specific details must be obtained by referring to

individual tables and figures#

1* The Selected Daytime programs produced a mean Heading
Base score of 73*46 with a standard deviation of

67

11*93 and a mean Human Interest score of 43•34 with
a standard deviation of ,40*51*

2* Tim -Selected Evening .programs produced a mean Reading
Has# score of 90*01 with & standard deviation of
5*3& and a mean Human Interest score of 82*00 with a
standard deviation of 14*64*

3* ifee Reading Ease scores ...of the Selected Raytime
programs were interpreted to be at the nFairly Easy"
level with a standard deviation of 1*19 Fleaeh
categories or at the *Sth .grade completed”'level with
a standard deviation of 1*19 grades* while the
Human Interest scores'of the Selected Raytime pro-*
grams were interpreted to be at the fiV@ry Interesting”
level with a standard deviation of 1*05 FXesoh
categories*

4* !h© Reading .Ease scores of the Selected Evening
programs were interpreted to be at the wVery Easy”
level with a standard deviation of *53 FI as ch. cate**
gorle© or at the ”4th .grad# completed” level with
a standard deviation of *53 grades* while the Human.
Interest scores of the Selected Evening programs
were interpreted to be at the MBramaticfl level with
a standard deviation of 1*46 Flesoh categories*

5* The Reading Base .scores and the Human- Interest scores
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of -the--Selected Daytime programs correlated positively
and significantly at the one per ** cent level with
a correlation cooffioient of /*.8&*

6*- The Heading Ease -scores and the Human.Interest
scores of the Selectad Evening programs correlated
positively and significantly at the one per *»■ cent
level with a correlation coefficient of /*S5*

7* The Heading Ease scores of the Selected Baytime and
Selected Evening programs were compared graphically
as were the Human Interest scores of the Selected
Daytime and Selected Evening programs#

8# The Heading Ease scores of the Selected Daytime
programs and their Telepulse ratings correlated
negatively and -nqn ~ significantly at the five per j
cent level with & correlation coefficient of -*12#
j;

9* The Human Interest:scores of the Selected Daytime
j

programs and their
Telepulse ratings .correlated
s'
»

i

negatively and non *• significantly at the five per *!
cent level with a correlation coefficient of ~ #1:9♦

10* The Heading Ease scores of the Selected Evening
programs and their Telepulse ratings correlated
positively and non #*.significantly at the five per.**
cent level with a correlation coefficient of /*35*
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IX# fh® Human Interest

moroB

of the Golootod Bearing

programs and their foXopnlso ratines correlated

pmtM,%mtf

and non «* olipiftcafttif at tho five par «*■

cent tm® t with a correlation coefficient of f?*57*

IS-# fh® *l®adittf| Sas#

mmmm

of the Selected Daytime and

Selected iwonitig

in combination and their

$eX#puX®® ratings correlated positively and oigni*fleantif at tho on# per ** cent X&esl with a oorrela**
tion coefficient of $463#

15# fh# Human Interest scores of the Soleabod Saybim#
and -Selected S o n i n s preg rm c In combination and
their foXopuXs# ratings correlated positively- and
significantly at the on# per #* cent

correlation aooffloiont of /*70*
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CHAPTKR. XV

sinm a x

and conclusions

SUMMARY

1. fh© problem of this study was to find the audible vocabulary
level of selected television programs*

2* The problem was limited to include measurement of eight
local
Interest

daytime
***

■*#>' Monday through Friday

adult

one main person talking television programs

and twenty *• five network

»**

evening

**** once

a «»

week television programs! it was limited by the personal
formulation of the spoken words into written sentences;
and it was limited to the application of the Fleeoh
Formula for Readability and the subsequent Flesch inter**
p retationa*

3* A method for solving this problem Cth© Fiesch Formula
for Roadability and the subsequent Pleach inlerpreta*tions) was selected, hlstoriod# described,, and verified*

4* A procedure utilising this method was described for
solving this problem?

(a) The television programs were
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tape -mmr&iid*

tb) Word© frost these tape rteoMlttia

were tmnooribed into W i t t e n bunt0.
11000*

M

(o) the

Fieseh formula m i I the subsequent Fleaofc interpretations
were applied to

thm® writion

sentences »

5* Application of tho fosmilated pa^oedure brnjught forth
certain results which wore in turn integrated*

I'hes©

results and their Interpretations may bo am^mrlaed oa
foilowe1

a* ^he Selected Dayiluo precsrao© produced.a moan
Reading Ease score of 73*46 with a standard dev la**
tion of 11 #03 end a mean !te:an Interest score of
43*34 with, a standard deviation of 10*31*

b» fhe Selected Bvering programs produced a noan
Reading Base score of 90*01 with a standard
deviation of 5*3& and a ness ftaan Interest score
of 8$*00 with a standard deviation of 14*64*.

e* Tho Reading Ease acores of the 'Selected Daytime
programs were Interpreted to h# at the 51fairly
Easy* lev#! with a standard deviation of 1*19
Flo aeh categories or at the “dth grade completed11
level with a standard deviation of 1*19 .$rada©#
while the Hunan Interest scores of the Selected
Daytime programs were. Interpreted to be at the
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level with m -standard devio*

tion of £§0S Flonoh categories*

d* fh# m a d i n s B a m a m m a of th# Selootod fimnliis
pragmas war© interpreted to too at ill#
F&ay,s level with a standard deviation of

*35

Plossh eat#®orl0S or at tho tt4th g m & o eoBpXotod*1
l # w l with a standard deviation of #53 grades*
whil# tli# Mum&ti Interest scores of tho Selected
mrnn&ms pro^mnc mmre interpreted to too at tho
s>l>raD&iiolt level with a standard deviation of
1*46 FXoseh categories*

0 * fh# Reading Base scores and tho Kumr^ Interest
scores of tho Selected Baytlna programs correlated
positively and significantly a t the one par * cent
loirol with a correlation coefficient of /*89*

f# flic Reading Faso scores and tho H u m n Xntorsst
scores of tho Selected S o n i n s progmnc correlated
positively and significantly at tho on# par **
coot level trith a correlation coefficient of /*59*

,g* fho loading Ease scores of tho Solocted Boyiim#
and Solootod Evening pro&rano war# aonparod
graphically a# w r o tho Hitsaan Interest scores
of tho Selected r>ayt* no and Selected Z o n i n g
pragmas*
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h* The Reading.Be,se scores of the Selected Bay time
■programs- and their Telapuiae ratings correlated
negatively- and non *?■ significantly at the five
'per

cent level with a correlation coefficient

o f *##13*

1* The Human Interest scores Of the Selected.Baytime
programs and their Telepulse ratings correlated
negatively and non .■«* significantly at the five
per ■** cent level with a correlation coefficient
of k»*19*

j# The Reading Ease scores of the Selected"Evening
programs and their Telepulse ratings correlated
positively and non

significantly at the five

per « oer*t level with a correlation .coefficient
of /.35.

h* The Human Interest scores of the Selected Evening
programs and their Telepulse ratings correlated
positively and non • significantly at the five
per *»• cent level with a •correlation coefficient
of /.37.

1# The Heading Blase scores of the Selected-Baytime
and Selected Evening programs in combination and
their Telepul.se ratings correlated positively and
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significantly at'the one per-** cent level with
a correlation coefficient of /*63*

m# fha Human Interest scores of the Selected Bay tine
and Selected Evening programs in combination
and their felopuXse ratings correlated positively
and significantly at the one per *• cent level
with a correlation coefficient of /*?0*

ooiaLuaio^s

1 ♦ The audible vocabulary of tho local (Omaha* Nebraska)
daytime

■**> nonday through Friday

**

*•-

adult Interest

«

one main person talking television programs which were
studied as measured by the Pleach formula for Heading
Ease was. found to be on the average at the-sixth grade
completed level or at what Pleach called the ^Fairly Easy1*
level*

The audible vocabulary of the local (Omaha, Nebraska)
daytime

■«*** Monday through Friday

adult

Interest -«*

one main person talking, television programs which were
studied as measured by the Pleach formula for human
Interest was found to be pitched on the average at what
Pleach called the tfV©ry Interesting11 level *
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3* fho audible vocabulary of tho network
m m

**** ■evening

***

* a » week television prograns which-wore studied

as measured by tho Fleaeh formula for Heading Saco was
found to bo on tho ® r « s # at tho fourth grado completed
level or at wtet Fleeoti called the **Vbrf Easy*1 level#

4* fhe audible vocabulary of tho network

«*•

evening

«*»

once -** a « vtmk television programs which were studied
as measured by the Flceoh'fomule for Human Interest
we

found to bo pitched on tho overage at what Fleooh

called tho b r a m b l e * level*

S# how difficulty level audible vocabulary of tho television
programs used in this study (mm:% of tho two groups taken
separately.) correlated positively and. significantly with
high Huron Interest level audible vocabulary of the
television programs wood in this study and vice versa*.

6# Low difficulty level audible vocabulary of the television
programs used In this study {both group® combined) s o m e *
letod positively and significantly with high felepwlse
ratings for those progra0 0 and, vice versa*

?.* High K u m n Interest level audible vocabulary of the tolo-*
vision programs used In this study (both groups combined)
correlated positively and significantly with hl|Jh Stole*
pulse ratings for those progress and vice versa*
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Qvervl,.e^r
Mon eommimicatdd vocabulary by means of various media.
One of those media was television,

This study was undertaken

in order to find out on what level television programs
communicated audible vocabulary*
A measurement of the audible vocabulary of the tele
vision. programs that were studied 'revealed that the grade
level or "difficulty" level at which these programs communi
cated was Quite low*

The network

—

evening

—

once -

a - vreek television programs in this study for the most
part were communicating an audible vocabulary at the fourth
grade completed level*

This particular network group of

programs probably .constituted the largest part of a televiewer*s viewing*

A group of programs that were studied*

which may be classified as local (Omaha, Hebraska)
daytime

—

Monday through Friday

—

— .

adult interest

—

one main person talking television progrcvs was for the most
.'part communicating an audible vocabulary at the sixth grade
completed level*

Hot only m s the grade level low* but

further investigation brought forth the conclusion, that of
the programs studied* the most popular television programs*
or the programs that were viewed the most* seemed to communi
cate an audible vocabulary at lower grade levels than the
programs that wore viewed leas frequently*
Further measurement of the audible vocabulary of the
television programs studied revealed that these programs
contained relatively large amounts of Human Interest,
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(Human

Interest was tho amount of what was torment ^personal words11
arid “personal oonteneos*1 that tho communicating vocabulary,

centalsod-*

**terse«si. words** wore wards eiuoh so #befl or

^ehc* or a personfs ihsso, while ^personal eontorioea* wore
sentences such as f a m that were. addressed di rootle to the
000 communicated or quoted sentences#}
fho network pragmas ia this study woro pitched for*
tho soot part at what FXocoh called tho ^Dramatic*1 level,
and th© local program in thin study
m m t

part

at what

n a m d h

oallod tho

w & m
**¥®rg

pit shod for tho
interest! ngfl level*

It was brought out that of the programs that were studied,
the most popular to!

m i n i o n

program

®* or tho programa that

were viewed tho taest* noosed to contain largo quantities of
Human Interest, While loss popular program Boeaed to contain
loss Hacoa Intoroot*
In- this study, tho audible vocabulary that was reassured
to bo at low grade levels contained largo quantities of
■Kiman Interest, while tho audible vocabulary that was measured

to bo at high grade loveIn contained relatively snoller
quantities of Kiimon Interact#

If tho people who arc responsible for the success of
television programs know at which level they ore cobtjuiiI*

eating audible vocabulary, 'know at whioh relative level
they are oocnunloating audible vocabulary, and know at which
level successful and unsuccessful program are eenmimicatIng
audible vocabulary, then perhaps by adjusting their program %
vocabulary up or down ao their Judgement prodatominea, this
?«

factor

**** & m m though it ic only ore of oany contributing

fhe&cro tfUloh make up a tolwiate«^pro0pa&
to help a television progress succeed*
measured by-popularity#}

m y 'he m d e

(Sucoooo ho re la

ttoaoorios tho audible vombul&ry

of a tolovioion program to in effect a m m m o of contrail Ins
one aspect of a television program*
Ethically apaakins*. perhaps a low level vocabulary la
ur&ooirabi© ao a stimulus to televiewers*
portmpa

%oXmlawom.^

Conversely h w w o r 0

by showing their preference* do not

wish an ^education**1 but M c h rather to rolass and bo free
from

ao ranch ca possible*
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CHAPTER V

SUGGESTtOHS FOR FURTHER STUDY

A study measuring the audible- vocabulary of the television -prograns •that were not measured In this paper (a
supplementary study) might be of value#
individual programs or a group of individual programs
might be studied similarly for consistency of audible vocabu
lary* or for the effect of a change of audible vocabulary#
Another study exactly 11 he this one might be tried and
the results correlated with these results In order to reveal
a .degre© o f relisbll1by«
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